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(54) End of injection pressure reduction

(57) End of injection rate shaping can be attained
by controlling the flow rate into a check control cavity
(34). Specifically, a flow control valve (30) allows the
check control cavity (34) to vent at a first flow rate and
to pressurize at a second slower flow rate. By pressu-
rizing at a slower rate, end of injection does not occur
as quickly, allowing injection pressure to decrease be-
fore injection is terminated.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention is related to end of in-
jection pressure reduction and specifically to the oper-
ation of a check valve by controlling the flow rate into
and out of a check control cavity.

Background

[0002] Reducing emissions is a top priority for today's
engine manufacturers. As the government continues to
tighten emission requirements, manufacturers must find
new ways to reduce engine emissions while still provid-
ing powerful, economic engine operation. One area that
engine manufacturers have focused on is fuel injection.
[0003] Fuel injection plays a crucial role in the amount
of emissions created during combustion. Numerous fuel
injection variables, including fuel pressure, spray pat-
tern, droplet size, number of injections and injection tim-
ing impact emissions. In order to properly control these
parameters, fuel injectors have become more compli-
cated and more precise. For example, one exemplary
design of a fuel injector is a hydraulically actuated elec-
tronically controlled unit injector such as a Caterpillar
HEUI® B unit injector. This unit injector uses actuation
fluid to pressurize fuel for injection. This allows tight con-
trol over how the fuel is pressurized and the timing of
the pressurization. Further, a direct operated check is
used to better control the exact timing of the injection.
Specifically, the check can be closed when actuation flu-
id is present in the check control cavity, thereby hydrau-
lically overcoming or at least balancing the check
against pressurized fuel and preventing injection. Injec-
tion is achieved when fuel is pressurized and the check
control cavity is vented, allowing the fuel pressure to
overcome a check spring bias and push the check open.
[0004] As emissions regulations have increased, fur-
ther injection developments have occurred. For exam-
ple, it may be desirable to control and vary injection
pressure both at the beginning and end of injection.
However, even today's advanced injectors may have dif-
ficulty controlling injection pressure at the beginning and
the end of injection. For example, the hydraulically ac-
tuated electronically controlled unit injector briefly de-
scribed above, can control the injection pressure at the
beginning of the injection, allowing for a ramp rate shape
but is designed to cut off injection almost immediately
at the end of injection. Unfortunately, it has been shown
that abruptly cutting off injection in this manner can
cause unwanted emissions.
[0005] The present invention is intended to overcome
one or more of the above problems.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] In a first embodiment, a fuel injector comprises

a nozzle tip defining a high pressure fuel cavity and an
orifice connecting the high pressure fuel cavity to an out-
side to the nozzle tip. A check valve is at least partially
disposed in the high pressure fuel cavity and moveable
between a first position in which the orifice is in fluid
communication with the high pressure fuel cavity and a
second position in which the check blocks fluid commu-
nication of the orifice with the high pressure fuel cavity.
The check has an opening hydraulic surface in said high
pressure fuel cavity and a closing hydraulic surface in
said check control cavity. The fuel injector also compris-
es a check control cavity, a first valve arrangement to
selectively connect the check control cavity to a high
pressure source or a low pressure drain, and a flow con-
trol valve in fluid communication with the check control
cavity; the flow control valve having a first flow rate in a
first direction and a second flow rate in a second direc-
tion.
[0007] In another embodiment, a method of operating
a check with a check control cavity comprises venting
the check control cavity at a first flow rate to allow injec-
tion and pressurizing the check control cavity at a sec-
ond flow rate, different from the first flow rate to stop
injection.
[0008] In another embodiment, a fuel injector com-
prises a nozzle tip defining a high pressure fuel cavity
and an orifice connecting the high pressure fuel cavity
to an outside to the nozzle tip. A check valve is at least
partially disposed in the high pressure fuel cavity and
moveable between a first position in which the orifice is
in fluid communication with the high pressure fuel cavity
and a second position in which the check blocks fluid
communication of the orifice with the high pressure fuel
cavity. The check has an opening hydraulic surface in
said high pressure fuel cavity and a closing hydraulic
surface in said check control cavity. The fuel injector al-
so comprises a check control cavity, a first valve ar-
rangement to selectively connect the check control cav-
ity to a high pressure source or a low pressure drain,
and means for controlling flow, the means being in fluid
communication with the check control cavity and having
a first flow rate in a first direction and a second flow rate
in a second direction.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009]

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a cross
section of a fuel injector according to one embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Figure 2 is an enlarged diagrammatic illustration of
a cross section of a flow control valve from the fuel
injector in Fig 1. according to one embodiment of
the present invention.
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of a bottom
view of a damper plate according to another em-
bodiment of the present invention.
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Figure 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of a cross
section of a flow control valve along line 4-4 of the
embodiment illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 5 is a diagrammatic illustration of a cross
section of a flow control valve along line 4-4 of the
embodiment illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 6 is a diagrammatic illustration of a cross
section of a flow control valve along line 6-6 of the
embodiment illustrated in Figure 3.

Detailed Description

[0010] Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a hy-
draulically actuated electronically controlled unit injector
10. Fuel enters injector 10 through fuel inlet passage 12,
passes ball check 14 and enters fuel pressurization
chamber 16. High pressure actuation fluid enters injec-
tor 10 through actuation fluid inlet passage 18. Actuation
fluid then travels to control valve 20 and spool valve 22.
[0011] Control valve 20 controls the overall operation
of injector 10 and operates as a pilot valve for spool
valve 22. Control valve 20 includes an armature 24 and
a seated pin 26. A solenoid (not shown) in control valve
20 controls movement of armature 24 and therefore the
position of the seated pin 26. In a first position, seated
pin 26 allows high pressure actuation fluid to travel
through upper check passage 28 , past flow control
valve 30 and through lower check passage 32 to check
control cavity 34. When seated pin 26 is in the first po-
sition, high pressure actuation fluid also travels through
upper check passage 28 to spool passage 36 to balance
spool valve 22 in its first position. When seated pin 26
is in its second position, high pressure actuation fluid
from actuation fluid inlet passage is blocked and upper
check passage 28, lower check passage 32, check con-
trol cavity 34 and spool passage 36 are open to low pres-
sure drain 38.
[0012] Flow control valve 30 comprises a flow orifice
40, located in a damper plate 41, and a flow ball check
42 located in central body 43. Flow control valve 30 al-
lows for different flow rates depending on the direction
of the flow. When seated pin 26 is in the first position,
allowing high pressure actuation fluid into check control
cavity 34, the actuation fluid travels through flow orifice
40 but flow ball check 42 is closed (See figure 1). This
results in a slower fill rate of check control cavity 34.
When seated pin 26 is in its second position, opening
check control cavity 34 to low pressure drain 38, flow
travels through flow orifice 40 and also through flow ball
check 42, due to the ball coming of its seat (See figure
2). This allows a faster venting flow rate the filling flow
rate.
[0013] Alternative flow control valve configurations
can be implemented. The key is having different flow
rates depending on the direction of the flow. For exam-
ple, in Figures 3-6, an alternative embodiment is illus-
trated. Flow control valve 30 regulates the flow between
upper check passage 28 and lower check passage 32.

In this embodiment, flow control valve 30 includes rate
shaping orifice plate 70 and grooved damper plate 41.
Rate shaping orifice plate 70 is a circular disk that de-
fines rate shaping orifice 72 through the center of plate
70. Damper plate 43 defines a circular annulus 76 and
a center passage 78 that is in fluid communication with
circular annulus 76. When high pressure fluid is moving
from upper check passage 28 to lower check passage
32, as illustrated in Figure 3, rate shaping orifice plate
70 is pushed down, forming a seal with central body 43
and only allowing flow through rate shaping orifice 72.
When fluid is moving from lower check passage 32 to
upper check passage 28, as illustrated in Figure 4, rate
shaping orifice plate 70 is moved up, away from central
body 43, allowing flow through rate shaping orifice 72
and around rate shaping orifice plate 70 in annular plate
passage 74. This allows a high flow rate in the second
direction.
[0014] When seated pin 26 is moved to its second po-
sition, the spool passage 36 is open to low pressure
drain 38, which unbalances spool valve 22 and allows
high pressure actuation fluid to travel through piston
passage 44 and act upon intensifier piston 46. When
high pressure actuation fluid acts upon intensifier piston
46, intensifier piston 46 moves downward, against the
force of piston spring 48, causing plunger 50 to move
downward and pressurize fuel in fuel pressurization
chamber 16. Fuel in fuel pressurization chamber 16 is
pressurized to injection pressure and is directed through
high pressure fuel passage 52 and into fuel cavity 54.
[0015] Check 56 is located in the nozzle assembly of
injector 10 and controls the flow of fuel through orifices
58, in nozzle tip 60, in to the combustion chamber (not
shown). Check 56 is biased in the closed position by
check spring 62. High pressure fuel in fuel cavity 54 acts
on an opening surface 63 of check 56 and pushes it up-
wards, against check spring 62, into the open position,
allowing injection through orifice 58. Check opening and
closing is also hydraulically controlled by check control
cavity 34. When high pressure actuation fluid is present
in check control cavity 34, it helps keep check 56 closed
even when high pressure fuel is present in fuel cavity
54. The high pressure actuation fluid acts upon a closing
surface 65 of check piston 64 and hydraulically offsets
and, in fact overcomes, the pressure from the high pres-
sure fuel in fuel cavity 54. The high pressure actuation
fluid helps close check 56 in combination with check
spring 62. Injection occurs when check control cavity 34
is opened to low pressure drain 38, leaving the pressu-
rized fuel to overcome only the check spring's 62 force.
By controlling the high pressure actuation fluid in check
control cavity 34, injection timing and duration can be
more accurately controlled.
[0016] When injection is finished, seated pin 26 is re-
turned to its first position, allowing high pressure actu-
ation fluid into check control cavity 54 and spool pas-
sage 36. As stated above, high pressure actuation fluid
in check control cavity 54 closes check 56. Further, high
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pressure actuation fluid in spool passage 36 causes
spool valve 22 to return to its original position, stopping
the flow of high pressure actuation fluid to the intensifier
piston 46 and allowing the high pressure actuation fluid
acting on the intensifier piston 46 to drain which allows
intensifier piston 46 and plunger 50 to return to their orig-
inal positions.

Industrial Applicability

[0017] Controlling injection pressure and timing is
very important to reducing emissions. In particular, it is
necessary to control injection pressure at the end of in-
jection. Conventional wisdom dictated that injection
should be terminated as quickly as possible, such that
a high injection pressure was terminated as quickly as
possible in a "square" rate shape. However, it has been
learned that slowing the end of injection, while decreas-
ing injection pressure, is beneficial to reducing emis-
sions. (Essentially having a decreasing ramp rate shape
at the end of injection.)
[0018] As explained above, injector 10 starts in a
closed or no-injection state. Control valve 20 is in its first
position providing high pressure actuation fluid to the
control cavity 34. This insures that check 56 remains
closed, preventing any fuel from entering the combus-
tion chamber (not shown) through orifice 58. Control
valve 20 also provides high pressure actuation fluid to
spool passage 36, thereby biasing spool valve 22 in its
first position, which prevents high pressure actuation flu-
id from acting on intensifier piston 46 and pressurizing
fuel.
[0019] When injection is desired, control valve 20 is
actuated causing seated pin 26 to move to its second
position. This opens spool passage 36 to low pressure
drain 38, allowing spool valve 22 to move to its second
position. In its second position, spool valve 22 allows
high pressure actuation fluid to act upon intensifier pis-
ton 46 which causes intensifier piston 46 and subse-
quently plunger 50 to move downward and pressurize
fuel in fuel pressurization chamber 16. Pressurized fuel
then moves to fuel cavity 54 where it acts on check 56,
trying to push check 56 up, into the open position, so
that injection can occur. When seated pin 26 is in the
second position, check control cavity 34 is also opened
to low pressure drain 38. This results in check spring 62
being the only thing that keeps check 56 closed; how-
ever, as fuel is pressurized, the force of pressurized fuel
overcomes the force of the check spring 62 and moves
the check 56 to its open position.
[0020] When injection is desired, it is important to
properly vent check control cavity 34. Depending on the
desired timing, it may be necessary to vent check control
cavity 34 quickly (possibly faster than fuel is pressuriz-
ing) to allow the fuel pressure to control injection timing
(by increasing in pressure to overcome the force of
check spring 62.) This quick flow rate is achieved by al-
lowing actuation fluid to travel through flow control valve

30. Flow control valve 30 includes a flow orifice 40 and
a flow ball check 42. When flow check control cavity 34
is open to drain, flow travels through flow orifice 40 and
also opens the flow ball check 42, allowing additional
flow and a rather quick flow rate to low pressure drain 38.
[0021] When end of injection is desired, control valve
20 is de-actuated and seated pin 26 is moved back to
its first position. This results in high pressure actuation
fluid traveling back in to spool passage 36 to bias spool
valve 22 and move it back to its first position. Moving
back to its first position, spool valve 22 stops letting high
pressure actuation fluid act on intensifier piston 46,
which stops fuel pressurization. Additionally, when the
seated pin 26 moves back to its first position, high pres-
sure actuation fluid is again directed through flow control
valve 30 and back into check control cavity 34 to insure
check closure. When actuation fluid travels through flow
control valve 30 in this direction, flow again travels
through flow orifice 40 but the actuation fluid closes the
flow ball check 42. This results in a slower flow rate into
the check control cavity 34 than the flow rate out of the
check control cavity 34.
[0022] The valve arrangement in the injector shown
provides a fast moving control valve 20 and a slow mov-
ing spool valve 22. In conventional injectors, wanting a
quick end of injection, the flow rate into and out of the
check control cavity 34 was the same. This allowed
quick venting to allow quick injection. Specifically, this
allowed a ramped rate shape because the fuel pressure
could overcome the check spring bias early in the pres-
surization stage and allow injection even as pressure
was building. However, this flow rate for the check con-
trol cavity 34 also allowed a quick end of injection. As
soon as the control valve 20 was actuated, high pres-
sure actuation fluid would start entering check control
cavity 34 and provide a quick end of injection even
though spool valve 22 was just starting to react and fuel
pressure may still be great enough to overcome the
force of check spring 64. This prevented an end of in-
jection ramp rate shape with decreasing pressure and
instead provided a relatively square end of injection rate
shape.
[0023] The flow control valve 30, as described above,
counters the valve response times. Specifically, flow
control valve 30 allows a first flow rate when the check
control cavity is vented, similar to conventional designs,
but allows a second, slower flow rate when pressurizing
check control cavity 34. This causes a later end of in-
jection and gives more time to spool valve 22 and inten-
sifier piston 46 to react to the de-actuation of control
valve 22. This results in a end of injection rate shape
that looks more like a ramp than a square.
[0024] As illustrated above, control valve 30 could
have alternative embodiments. For example, control
valve 30 is shown in two different injector body pieces
but the valve could be contained in one. In figure 3-5,
an alternative embodiment is shown in which a rate
shaping orifice plate is shown. The key is creating dif-
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ferent flow rates depending on the direction of flow. Fur-
ther, the size of the valve and its passages and orifices
can be sized according to each injector's specific de-
sign. Those skilled in the art will understand that mode-
ling and experimentation on valve sizes will achieve de-
sired results.
[0025] The present example has only illustrated a sin-
gle injection event but multiple injections per engine cy-
cle could be employed. Further, actuation fluid is pref-
erably lubrication oil but could be any variety of other
engine fluids, including fuel, coolant, or steering fluid.
[0026] The present example also illustrates the use of
the flow control valve in a hydraulically actuated elec-
tronically controlled unit injector; however, the flow con-
trol valve could be used in a variety of other injector
types, including common rail systems, or other hydraulic
devices.
[0027] Other aspects, features, and advantages of
the present invention may be obtained from a study of
this disclosure and the drawings, along with the append-
ed claims.

Claims

1. A fuel injector comprising:

a nozzle tip (60) with a high pressure fuel cavity
(54) and an orifice connecting said high pres-
sure fuel cavity (54) to an outside of said nozzle
tip (60);
a check (56) valve at least partially slideably
disposed in said high pressure fuel cavity (54)
and moveable between a first position in which
said orifice (58) is in fluid communication with
said high pressure fuel cavity (54) and a second
position in which said check (56) blocks fluid
communication of said orifice (58) with said
high pressure fuel cavity (54);
a check (56) control cavity;
said check (56) valve having an opening hy-
draulic surface in said high pressure fuel cavity
(54) and a closing hydraulic surface in said
check control cavity (34);
a first valve arrangement to selectively connect
said check control cavity (34) to either of a high
pressure source and a low pressure drain (38);
and
a flow control valve (30) in fluid communication
with said check control cavity (34), said flow
control valve (30) having a first flow rate in a
first direction and a second flow rate in a second
direction.

2. The fuel injector of claim 1 wherein said flow control
valve (30) is passively operated.

3. The fuel injector of claim 1 wherein said flow control

valve (30) includes a first flow passage and a sec-
ond flow passage.

4. The fuel injector of claim 3 wherein said first flow
passage includes a flow orifice (58) and said sec-
ond flow passage includes a flow ball check (42).

5. The fuel injector of claim 1 wherein said flow control
valve (30) is at least partially disposed in a damper
plate (41).

6. The fuel injector of claim 1 wherein said flow control
valve (30) is located near said first valve arrange-
ment.

7. The fuel injector of claim 1 wherein said first direc-
tion includes flow travel from said first valve ar-
rangement to said check control cavity (34) and said
second direction includes flow travel from said
check control cavity (34) to said first valve arrange-
ment.

8. The fuel injector of claim 7 wherein said first flow
rate is less than said second flow rate.

9. The fuel injector of claim 1 wherein said flow control
valve (30) includes a rate shaping orifice plate (70)
with a rate shaping orifice.

10. The fuel injector of claim 9 wherein said rate shap-
ing orifice plate (70) only allows flow through said
rate shaping orifice in a first direction and allows
flow through said rate shaping orifice and around
said rate shaping orifice plate (70) in a second di-
rection.

11. The fuel injector of claim 10 wherein said first direc-
tion includes flow travel from said first valve ar-
rangement to said check control cavity (34) and said
second direction includes flow travel from said
check control cavity (34) to said first valve arrange-
ment.
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